**Anti-microbial, Waterproof Boot**

*Ridge Outdoors USA Inc.* is striding forward with its new boot, The Ultimate, which has all the top features law enforcement, military, fire and EMS personnel could ever need or want. It’s lightweight (23 ounces), anti-microbial and waterproof. With its Poron-padded footbed, air and gel shock-absorbing heel, Dri-Lex membrane, and full-grain leather toe box, this boot is made to look good and feel comfortable. Plus, this boot is the ultimate in protection. It has an electrostatic-resistant outsole, slip and oil resistance, IA compound-rubber outsole, and ripstop nylon. Regular and wide sizes available from 4 to 11 1/2, 12 to 14.

**Trauma Plate Ballistic Protection**

Armor Holdings’ IMPAC S.T. Trauma Plate, available through *Aardvark Tactical/Swatgear.com*, provides an additional level of protection beyond that afforded by a ballistic vest alone. Made from an ultra-lightweight, advanced composite material, the IMPAC S.T. exceeds NIJ 0108.01 Threat Level IIIA Stand Alone protection and is independently tested to defeat special threat rounds. Additionally, because the IMPAC S.T. traps the round, spalling and fragmentation typically found in hard armor plates is reduced or eliminated. Available in 5-inch-by-8-inch, 7-inch-by-9-inch and 10-inch-by-12-inch versions.

**Tactical Response Vehicle**

A complete tactical response vehicle, the RAID (Rescue Access Intervention Deployment) combines several innovative tactical access solutions. Built by *Patriot3*, RAID is ideal for second- and third-story entry, sniper positioning, and bus assault.

**Bomb Transport System**

Suspected Item Disposal (SID) is one of the first commercially produced Improvised Explosive Device (IED) transport systems. Designed with a specialized head and replaceable inner cylinder, Criminalistics’ SID can remain in service for many years, even after extreme detonations. It has been tested by the U.S. Army with detonations of up to 20 pounds of HDP1 under auspices of the National Bomb Data Center. Many optional features are available including a robot box to have the robot with the department’s SID.

**Evidence and Incident Notebook**

The *Triform* brand of law enforcement evidence and incident note-taking solutions is available in standard police issue notebooks or with custom information proprietary to a department. All evidence notebooks are constructed of quality materials with the following standard features: 200 ruled writing pages, numbered 1 to 200, offering tighter control and exact page referencing; sewn construction binding; contents of each notebook are continually updated to meet specific needs and requirements; in four standard sizes with the most common size (picted here) being 3 1/2 inch by 5 inch. *Triform* also offers a full range of standard and custom-engraved cases for each notebook.
Wireless Communications for Motorcycle Officers

Setcom Corp. offers its Liberator Wireless System. By eliminating the cable between motor officer and motorcycle, the Liberator System provides flexibility, freedom of movement, and reliable communications. By operating in the 900-MHz ISM frequency range, the system avoids the interference challenges associated with higher frequencies. Also, the system is backward compatible with most of Setcom’s current equipment, saving departments money and upgrade hassles. Finally, the system draws the minimal power it requires from the portable radio battery.

Circle 209 for more information
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"...alleged attacker captured by the bus’s security camera—an excellent photo taken moments before the crime."
CBS Channel 4 Newscast
Miami, Florida

BUSTED!

“Video from [Safety Vision] surveillance cameras on the bus showed the suspect’s face and, police said, helped them track him down.”
Local media report
Pembroke Pines, Florida

SAFETY VISION
800.880.8855
www.safetyvision.com
email@Safetyvision.com

Exterior Cargo Carrier

When the back of a K-9 officer’s vehicle is crammed with dog equipment, it’s time for the StowAway2 cargo carrier. With the StowAway2 officers can store equipment outside the vehicle and away from canines. Users have ground-level access to vital gear, and the steel latch and optional hitch lock will secure equipment from theft. The Swingaway model, also from Ironwood Pacific, pivots away from the vehicle so officers can open the rear door and quickly get to their dogs. Securely store leashes, ballistic vests, first aid gear, training aids, and more away from the kennels and keep dogs safe.

Circle 211 for more information

Combination Lock Vehicle Storage

TruckVault Inc. now offers a five-button Simplex combination lock with key override. The new lock feature will be standard on all TruckVault and command center products, allowing multiple secure access methods and preventing accidental lock-ins in case of misplaced combination or lock malfunction. Combining the ease and quick-opening capability of a push-button combination lock with the function and practicality of a traditional keyed lock, the Simplex feature adds an additional level of security and capability to the TruckVault product line.

Circle 223 for more information